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or! Peck Tribal Executive Board -
December 12 the official day tribal members
can pick up their annual $75 Per Capita checks
By Lisa Perry.
Wotanin Editor

The Fort Peck Tribal
Executive Board (TEB 
went on record during
this past Monday •s full
hoard meeting to set the
annual per. cap
distribution date or
Wednesdas . Dec . 12.
2007. The amount for
this year's per cap is
$75.

The council also
went on record to attain
Judy Iohnson as
oversight for the per cap
distribution process. as
she has done so for
many years in the past.
Motion passed 11-0.

During the
committee reports at the
afternoon session.
councilman Floyd Azure
questioned his
colleagues regarding
what is discussed during
an executive (closed)
session regarding a
recent situation that
occurred.

"The TEB and I got
into a good discussion.
and then an executise
session was called. so
how did that end up in
one of the newspapers
(Fort Peck . Journal) on
Wednesday."tie
questioned. adding the
newspaper didn't talk to
him and only printed
half of the story.

Councilman Tommy
Christian said each tribal
council member has to
understand their
responsibility. and the
discipline of their
positions on the TEB.
"How the (newspapers)
access and acquire their
news is up to them.- he

said. adding they are all
.1 part of the governing
body and just don't
represent themselves

He gave an example
of a council members
trying to change motions
on the floor and that
under Robert's Rules of
Order. a substitute
motion is needed.
"Then you try and
convince the rest of the
body to vote with you.-

Christian also said, if
he doesn't want
executive sessions, don't
call them, and that
information must be
afforded to the public
"How the information
got out. whose to say. It
wasn't me " he said, also
adding that what goes on
in the room should stay
in the room during a
closed session.

"It is the nature of
the beast of politics. We
must understand as
colleagues, we have very.
strong individuals, and
he diplomatic as they
address issues. In
respect to that. I hope we
don't continue to have
an attitude of
dictatorship. If you
choose to bring
something to the floor.
accept it Don't call
people names.- he said.

"Good speech.-
Azure said. saying he
didn't ask for an
executise session.
Christian responded and
said, "Ask them. they
are right there,"
(pointing to the local
members of the press
sitting in the audience).

"The fact is this
hod > called for an
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As the Christmas holiday season fast
approaches, many local residents are busy
decorating their yards and homes with lights, and
other festive decorations In Poplar, the back
yard of Tom and Georgia Atkinson is filled with
many different blow up characters, including this
fella, who was just about the only one still
standing after the high winds and blowing snow
the day before.

•

exec (tie session and (it)
'should Ntay in here no
matter what. I never ever
talk to the paper.- stated
Azure

Fort Peck Tribal
History book

President of the Fort
Peck Community
College Dr. James
Shanley. along with
Caleb Shields.
Crxwdinator of the
Tribal History project.
addressed the TEB
regarding the
completion of the tribal
history book.

After 2 1/2 years. the
hook is now in the
ending stages and is
currently being edited
before going to
publication. The hook is
currently 1,000 pages.
but will shrink to around
5(X) once in hook form
Normally. a text of this
size would have taken
around 5 years to do.

The funding for the
book came from the
state under the Indian
Education For All Act.
So far. Ft. Peck is the
only tribe in Montana to
have successfully
completed the book. A
total of 3,000 copies will
he published and ready
for distribution
sometime in January.
2008.

Three writers . were
hired to do the hook.
and an advisory
committee comprised of
local historians, and
ribal elders were looked
to for input and advice.
Each writer carries a
Ph.D. degree and
included: Dennis Smith.
who wrote chapters 1-6,
Joe McGeshick. who
wrote chapter 7 and also
contributed to the final
chapters writing; and
David Miller, who wrote
chapters 8-13.

The last chapter was
co-written by
!v1cGeshick. Shields and
Shanley. Shields said
the book is a 200 year
history of the reservation
from 1800-2(XX).

Shields distributed
copies of the prologue,
epilogue and table of
contents to all board
members.

Also. each TEB
member will be receiving
a copy once published.
The Dept. of Interior.
White House and Library
of Congress. as well as
congressional delegates
in the national and state
level will also receive a
copy. as well as the
advisory committee
members. Copies will
also go out to every.
public school library in
the state.

The cost for the
hook will be $39.95. hut
will be available for
tribal college students
and tribal members at
$25.

Shields requested the
TEB go on record by
tribal resolution to
endorse the book by
declaring it the official
history of the Fort Peck
Assiniboine and Sioux
tribe

A motion was made
by Christian. and second
by council woman
Donna Buckles-Whitmer

All that, Jazz

With the winter season upon us now, people are looking to keep warm and
stay indoors. Pictured are some young Poplar girl's, who are part of a jazz
and ballet dance workshop currently being held at the Poplar Schools.
Kelsey Small is pictured showing the girl's proper stretching techniques as
they prepare to dance during their class this week

to declare the book the
official history of the
tribes

During the
discussion. councilman
Rick Kiiii quesoonec;
who the editor was and
said he would he
abstaining from voting
as he can't vote on
something that has not
been edited or read vet
"It (editing processi
could change the whole
direction. I want to see
the actual edited
version.- he said.

Christian said any
history documented
would he favorable to
anyone and is sorry that
Rick Kim feels that way.
"Basically. the whole
concept is what we are
voting on." he said.
adding this isn't the
Enquirer and that the
TEB needs to support it
100 percent. "This is a
beautiful thing as far as I
am concerned.- stated
Christian.

Azure said he thinks
the project is a fantastic
idea but he can't vote on
anything he didn't read.
and as a tribal leader, he
would not be doing his
job if he didn't do due
diligence by first reading
the hook. "I may have
to vote against it. I
haven't read anything.-

Shanley stud, they
discussed it with the
advisory committee who
felt as a courtesy they
should get the ask the
tribe to endorse it, so that
the it may be included in
the prologue, and that
they must know now
before it goes to print.
"We are not here to put
any pressure on you to
do anything.- he said.

Shields stated he
hates to put it to a vote if
the majority oppose it.
Kim said he does
support the project hut
not something he hasn't
read, and that he also
agrees with Azure.

Kim made a
substitute motion to
support the project 1(X)
percent. second by
Azure. Motion passed
7-3.

After last month's
$30.000 travel log, this
month's was cut down to
$8.152. Approval was
granted by a vote of 8-2

TEB and committee
minutes

The official minutes
Of the TEB as well as at
committee level were
discussed as some were
not available to be
approved or read by
members of the hoard.
and were still be working
on as the meeting
continued.

t•hristian said the
issue of the minutes
needs to he looked into
as far as the secretary
taking the minutes.
Wages are being paid.
and there is sufficient
amount of time for them
to he prepared. he said.

Jackie Weeks, Tribal
Operations officers said
Patty Bird was out last
week and that taking the
committee minutes by
shorthand is obsolete.

"This is a very
serious problem and
needs to he taken care
of, stated Christian
Weeks assured hini it
would he after the
meeting as far as taking
disciplinary action.
"You should be able to
review the minutes
immediately after the
TEB meeting.- stated
Weeks.

Kim also addressed
the issue with Bird sitting
on two local board of
directors and
commissions. Current ly
she is a member of the
Credit Committee, as well
as the Gaming
Commission. "I have
never seen an employee
sit on two boards.- he
said.

Councilman Bill
Whitehead asked Weeks,
who is Bird's supervisor.
it the approval was
cleared through her
office. Weeks said she
didn't mind Bird sitting
on the credit committee.
as it only takes a few
hours a week to do, hut
objected to the Gaming
commissioner seat. which
has far exceeded the
temporary appointment
time frame.

(hider committee
business for the
Constitutional Reform
committee, a motion
passed 11-0 to authorize
Smith and Doherty to
send 'letters to all other
tribal attorneys asking

Land
business.

approval was given for
the Fish and Game dept.
to apply for a Herd
Development grant. and
to establish a special
interest-bearing account
in a Montana bank or
savings and loan
institution in the name of
the tribes that will be
identified as

"ASSiflibOine and Sioux
Tribes Trespassing
Livestock Account,"
with the stipulation that
the funding be used by
the Fish and Game dept.

By a vote of 11-0,
approval was granted to
take the abandoned
cattle guards from the
old oil wells and utilize
them at the tribal range
units.

;nder Health and
Education business.
approval was given to

Tribal Health to continue
working with Will's
Office World for
computer upgrades.
Anthony Shields was
also approved of by a
vote of 10-0 to continue
to provide support and
update web sites for the
tribes. A payment in the
amount of $936.30 was
approved to be paid to
Will's Office World for
tribal health.

Carry over funds for
the Tribal Education
dept. for specified
budgets were approved
for thc following
amounts.$87.360.00;
$46,097.56, and
$27.163.90. All motions
passed by a vote of 11-0.

Tony Shields was
also authorized to pursue
an ANA Category 11
grant regarding
preservation of the
Dakota and Nakona
languages of the
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for a swats review on all
court cases pending.
such as the Sisseton-
Wahpeton. and Morales
vs Atkinson cases.

Author ization was
also given to Tribal
Coon Administrator Rita
Weeks to set up a system
to evaluate judges and
prosecutors every 6
months, and bring it
hack to the board for
final approval

tinder
committee
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